
To All Komatsu Citizens

タウンメール

Regarding COVID-19 Vaccine

Important Notice from Komatsu City 2021.3.29

3 rd

Report

We have been selected as a model region for leading the way in 
introducing the COVID-19 vaccine

We are setting up a safe 
environment for as many 

citizens to vaccinate as possible

▶▶▶ Subsequent Schedule

◆If vaccine supply proceeds smoothly, no. of vaccines & venues will be increased from mid-May.

★Details will be provided on the city homepage and 4th Report around mid to late-Apr.

●Coupons for those 70 years and older will be sent upon increase in vaccine quantities.

●Coupons for those 64 years and younger will be sent from June onwards.

Continue washing 

hands and wearing 

masks diligently

For households consisting only of members 65 

years and older, those without means of 

transportation or unable to receive family 

assistance, a taxi coupon will be sent upon request

▶▶▶ Komatsu City’s Current Arrangements

◆Mass vaccination begins 17 Apr, and no. of venues will be expanded in sequence!

◆Vaccination coupons for those given priority (65~69 years old) will be sent on 1 Apr.

▶ A limited portion of vaccines for 1,950 people out of Komatsu’s

population of approx. 30,600 citizens 65 years and older has been

distributed to Komatsu for the first vaccination phase.

▶Based on advice from medical experts, “since many older people are

receiving treatment, it is preferable (and often the individual’s own desire)

to receive individual vaccination from their regular doctors instead.” Hence,

coupons for this round of vaccinations will be sent to the youngest priority

age group of 65~69 years old.

We seek your kind understanding and cooperation.

（Ages indicated in this notice are as of 31 Mar 2022）

（Those born between 2 Apr 1952  to 1 Apr 1957）

For Enquiries▶ Designated call center「Komatsu Vaccine Dial」 〔Hours：9:00～17:00（incl. Sat, Sun & PH）〕

☎ 0761・24・8123 ※Consult your regular doctor regarding personal health conditions

▼City Vaccine 

Homepage

▼Add the city’s 

official LINE account

Information here is accurate as of 23 Mar and subject to changes



How the Vaccine Coupon looks like

Enlarged vaccine questionaire

【The envelope sent】【Documents that will be sent】
① Vaccination coupon

② Vaccination questionnaire 

(2 copies)

③ Vaccine explanation

④ Instructions Questionnaire (2)

Coupon

Explanation

Instructions

If you are receiving treatment for any condition

(taking medication), be sure to consult your

regular doctor beforehand

Please bring your medicine handbook if you are

taking any internal medication

For a smooth and safe vaccination…

Is it ok for me 

to vaccinate? Since your illness is stable, 

it is ok as long as you are 

in usual good condition 

on the day

There is a question asking 「Has the doctor

treating your condition said it is ok to vaccinate?」

You will not be able to vaccinate if your reason for responding “No” is that “you have not discussed”.

Be sure to consult your regular doctor.

A envelope like this will be addressed to you in name:

●Our Request●

・Although the coupon is in sticker form, please

bring it without removing it from the sheet

・Be sure to fill in the questionnaire

at home before bringing it for each vaccination

Created by Vaccination Specialist Team 23 Mar 2021      📞0761・24・8131

Subsequent updates via…

・4th Report (mid~late Apr)

・Homepage (ongoing updates)

・City official LINE account
▲City Vaccine 

Homepage

▲Add the city’s 

official LINE 

account
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Designated call center「Komatsu Vaccine Dial」〔Hours：9:00～17:00（ incl. Sat, Sun & PH ）〕

☎ 0761・24・8123 ※Consult your regular doctor regarding personal health conditions

▼For Enquiries▼


